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Abstract
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We studied the problem of converging cylindrical and spherical

strong shock waves collapsing at the axis/center of symmetry

for a non-ideal gas with constant density. We have applied the

perturbation series technique which provides us a global

solution to the implosion shock wave problem yielding the

results of Guderley's local self similar solution. We analyzed

the flow parameters by expanding the solution in powers of

time and found the similarity exponents as well as the

corresponding amplitudes in the vicinity of the shock-collapse.

The flow parameters and the shock trajectory have been drawn

in the region extending from the piston to the center of collapse

for different values of adiabatic coefficient and the non-ideal

parameter.

Introduction 

➢Convergence of strong shock wave in gas has been a

problem of great interest from both mathematical and

physical points of view.

➢The converging shock waves offer interesting possibilities

of attaining extremely high temperature, pressure and

density.

➢Applications: thermonuclear fusion, synthesizing

materials, the phenomenon of sonoluminescence and

treatment of stones in the human Body.

➢The collapse of an imploding shock wave, which is a self-

similar solution of the second kind, was first studied by

Guderley [1].

➢In 1945, Landau and Stanyukovich [2] independently

solved this particular problem.

➢Among the extensive work that followed, we mention the

work of Whitham [3], Lazarus and Richtmyer [4], Van

Dyke and Guttmann [5], Sakurai [7], Hafner [6],

Zeldovich [8], Madhumita and Sharma [10] and Arora

and Sharma [11] who calculated the numerical value of

similarity exponents to several significant figures using

various techniques.

➢In the present paper, we successfully demonstrated the

application of perturbation series technique proposed by

Van Dyke and Guttmann [5] to the implosion shock wave

problem in a non-ideal gas of constant density, which

provides a global solution to the imploding shock

problem.
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Basic equations

We consider a cylindrical or spherical piston of

initial radius which is filled with non-ideal gas

of constant density . Let the initial conditions be

as follows
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